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Albert	Einstein	1879	– 1955

and

Hendrik	Antoon Lorentz
1853-1928

Lorentz	presented the
Lorenz transformations
between inertial frames.

But they were interpreted by	him
in	a	non-relativistic manner,
in	terms	of an	ether that was

absolutely at	rest.









Both Lorentz	and	Poincaré
showed that Maxwell’s equations

are invariant	against a	
Lorentz	transformation



In	1895	Poincaréwrote:

But Poincaré was not	ready to	take the important step of eliminating the ether.







Einstein	receives the relay batton from	Poincaré
in	a	relaywhere alsoMaxwell	and	Lorentz	participated.	



Albert	Einstein	1879	- 1955



Lysklokke i tog															observert fra toget observert fra perrongen

En av relativitetsteoriens konsekvenser er at
legemer	(klokker)	 som	beveger	seg,	eldes	langsommere	enn	 legemer	som	er	i	ro.



Lengdekontraksjon

Målt	ved	samtidighet	er	avstanden	mellom	forreste	og	bakerste	ende	av	en	gjenstand	kortere	jo	
raskere	gjenstanden	beveger	seg.



The	principle of equivalence



The	Doppler	effect

The	numbers on the circles show	wave fronts	emitted at	the events 1,	2,	3,	4





Gravitational	time	dilation	and	red	shift



Geometri	on a	rotating disk









18	years old Gauss	proved that a	seventeen sided regular polygon	can
be	contructed by	ruler-and-compass









Marcel	Grossman 1912.





Einstein	and	Hilbert



David	Hilbert 1862	- 1943









Albert Einstein, 1915

The general theory of relativity:

• Spacetime is generally curved. Non Euclidean geometry.

• Matter and energy curve spacetime.

• Curved spacetime tells matter how to move according to the
equation of geodesic curves. 
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Einstein‘s field equations:

The line element

The geodesic equation:



Gravitational	light	deflection



New	York	Times,	10	November	1919	(L);	Illustrated	London	News,	22	November	1919	(R)	





The	perihelion	prcession of	Mercury



When forced to summarize the general theory of relativity in 
one sentence; time and space and gravity have no separate 

existence from matter
- Albert Einstein

Matter tells space
how to curve
Space tells matter

how to move

John Archibald Wheeler (1911 – 2008)



A river model of space
Simen Braeck and Øyvind Grøn

inspired by an article by Andrew J. S. Hamilton and Jason P. Lisle 





The	motion	of the stars	close to	the center of the Milky way



Supermassive svarte hull

• Funnet i sentrum av galakser



Computer	generated illustration of a	black hole













Elie Cartan 1869	– 1951

Cartan constructed
an	antisymmetric tensor	formalism:
The	theory of differential forms.

He	formulated Einstein’sequations
in	terms	of forms.	

Also he generalized Einstein’s
General	theory of relativity
by	constructing a	new theory
where spacetime not	only
had curvature,	but also

a	new property called torsion,
a	sort	of twist.



Emmy	Noether 1882	- 1935

Emmy	Noether proved that
to	every symmetry
there belongs

a	conserved quantity.



Albert	Einstein	and	Kurt	Gödel

Gödel constructed a	rotating universe model as	a	solution of Einstein’s field equations



Einstein	and	De	Sitter	1932

They constructed the so	called Einstein-de	Sitter	universe model,

a	model with Euclidean spatial	geometry filled by	cold,	pressure free matter.



Alexander	Friedmann 1888-1925											Georges	Lemaitre 1894-1966								with Einstein









https://delorian64.wordpress.com/page/5/







Massive	Bodies Warp	Space-Time	

How	our	sun	and	Earth	warp	space	and	time,	or	spacetime,	is	represented	here	with	a	green	
grid.	As	Albert	Einstein	demonstrated	in	his	theory	of	general	relativity,	the	gravity	of	massive	
bodies	warps	the	fabric	of	space	and	time—and	those	bodies	move	along	paths	determined	by	
this	geometry.	His	theory	also	predicted	the	existence	of	gravitational	waves,	which	are	ripples	
in	space	and	time.	These	waves,	which	move	at	the	speed	of	 light,	are	created	when	massive	
bodies	accelerate	through	space	and	time.









Binary black hole	mergers in	Physics Today October 2011










